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ABSTRACT 

Sequences of loops or sets of nested loops exist in many applications. This paper shows a scheme to pipeline those 
sequences of loops in such a way that subsequent loops can start execution before the end of the previous ones. It uses a 
hardware scheme with decoupled and concurrent datapath and control units that start execution at the same time. The 
communication of data items between two loops in sequence is conducted by memories. Each element of one of such 
memories is responsible to flag the availability of the data requested by a subsequence loop. Thus, the control execution 
of subsequent loops is also orchestrated by data availability and out-of-order produced-consumed pairs are permitted. We 
apply the concept to a real example: a fast DCT algorithm. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Due to its impact in performance, loop pipelining has been focus of intense research efforts for many 
years [1]. It has been considered for both processor and application specific architectures. With respect to 
compilation for FPGAs, the work in [2] has been one of the first efforts considering pipelining of innermost, 
well-behaved, loops. Examples of efforts on loop pipelining to FPGA-based systems are presented in [3], [4], 
[5], [6], [7], and [8]. Beside the efforts on generating the pipelining structures for efficient execution of loops 
in FPGAs, authors have used some loop transformations (e.g., unrolling, tiling) to make the most promising 
loops innermost loops since only them are pipelined by most compilers [9]. More complex loop pipelining 
schemes try to overlap subsequent iterations of an outer loop with an inner loop. Bondalapati [10] illustrates 
through a single example the pipelining of two such loops. The idea is to overlap the execution of iterations 
of the outermost loop where each of its iteration executes an inner loop. This scheme needs as pipeline stages 
memories instead of simple registers since those stages inserted in the body of the inner loop must detach all 
the iterations of such loop. 

Recently, a pipelining scheme at coarse-grained levels has been exploited [11]. The scheme permits to 
overlap some of the execution steps of sequences of nested loops or functions (i.e., functions or loops waiting 
for data start computing as soon as the required data items are produced in a previous function or by a certain 
iteration of a previous loop). They communicate each data item as soon as it is produced by first loops to 
subsequent loops in the code. Although this pipelining scheme can be efficient for some type of algorithms, it 
requires, as far as we know, that items produced in the first loops are used in the same order by the 
subsequent loops. In [12] they present analysis schemes to determine the communication needed by this type 
of pipelining. 

The increasing number of available FPGA resources enables the research of new ideas and hardware 
schemes. Particularly, schemes without the saving of hardware resources as a first goal may lead to 



performance increase otherwise not achieved. The approach presented in this paper decouples the control 
units of each set of loops and uses a set of memory elements to signal the availability of data items to the 
subsequent loops. Doing that, the scheme permits pipelining of sequences of loops even when data produced 
by a set of loops is not consumed in the same order by a subsequence of loops. 

This paper is structured as follows. Next section shows the concept and presents the scheme through a 
real example. Last section concludes the paper and explains the future work. 

2. PIPELINING SEQUENCES OF LOOPS 

Sequences of loops occur in most applications. Some sequences have loop nests with large iteration space 
and take long runtimes. Mapping such sequences to hardware structures that maintain the imperative model 
(i.e., only after a loop or a set of nested loops finishes execution, subsequent loops start their execution) 
creates a sub-optimal hardware implementation in most cases, as far as performance is concerned. As an 
example of typical sequences of loops presented in real code, consider a Fast DCT (Discrete Cosine 
Transform) algorithm, available from Texas Instruments Inc. [13], in Figure 1 a). The algorithm calculates 
the DCT of an input image using blocks of 8×8 pixels. 

 
#define M 64 
#define num_fdcts 5400 
#define SIZE num_fdcts*M 
 
short img[SIZE]; short tmp[SIZE]; short dct_o[SIZE]; 
… 
i_1 = 0; 
for (i = 0; i < num_fdcts; i++) {  // Loop 1          
  for (j = 0; j < N; j++) {        // Loop 2          
    f0 = img[ 0+i_1]; f1 = img[ 8+i_1];               
    f2 = img[16+i_1]; f3 = img[24+i_1];               
    f4 = img[32+i_1]; f5 = img[40+i_1];               
    f6 = img[48+i_1]; f7 = img[56+i_1];               
    … // computations   
    tmp[ 0+i_1] = F0;       tmp[ 8+i_1] = F1 >> 13;   
    tmp[16+i_1] = F2 >> 13; tmp[24+i_1] = F3 >> 13;   
    tmp[32+i_1] = F4;       tmp[40+i_1] = F5 >> 13;   
    tmp[48+i_1] = F6 >> 13; tmp[56+i_1] = F7 >> 13;   
    i_1++;                                            
 }                                                    
 i_1 += 56;                                     
}              
 
i_1 = 0; 
for (i = 0; i < N*num_fdcts; i++) { // Loop 3         
  f0 = tmp[0+i_1]; f1 = tmp[1+i_1];                   
  f2 = tmp[2+i_1]; f3 = tmp[3+i_1];                   
  f4 = tmp[4+i_1]; f5 = tmp[5+i_1];                   
  f6 = tmp[6+i_1]; f7 = tmp[7+i_1];                   
  … // computations 
  dct_o[0+i_1] = F0r; dct_o[1+i_1] = F1r;             
  dct_o[2+i_1] = F2r; dct_o[3+i_1] = F3r;             
  dct_o[4+i_1] = F4r; dct_o[5+i_1] = F5r;             
  dct_o[6+i_1] = F6r; dct_o[7+i_1] = F7r;             
  i_1 += 8; 
}  
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Figure 1.  Example: (a) part of the Fast DCT code; (b) Algorithm structure, where bubbles represent 
sets of loops in the code and rectangles represent the array variables; (c) Typical implementation with 
a datapath and global FSM to implement the algorithm and the use of one distinct memory for each 
array variable; (d) Execution of the loops according to the typical implementation.    



In this example, we can see that data items of array tmp are produced in the first set of nested loops 
(Loops 1, 2) and used by the third loop (Loop 3). The tmp data is generated by Loops 1, 2 in the order 0, 8, 
16, 24, 32, 40, 48, 56, 1, 9, 17, … and consumed by Loop 3 in the order 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, …. To 
simplify the example suppose that each array variable is mapped to a different memory. As a typical 
hardware implementation we have a global FSM (Finite State Machine) that controls the datapath, memory 
accesses, and furnishes the loop behaviors, executing them in sequence (see Figure 1 b), c), and d)).  

Since data items of array tmp produced in the initial iterations of Loops 1, 2 are requested in the initial 
iterations of Loop 3, there is no constraint to start the execution of Loop 3 before the end of all the iterations 
of Loops 1, 2. In this case a table of flags indicating if an element has been already produced can be used by 
the datapath of Loops 1, 2 (see Figure 2 a)), and two concurrent FSMs can be used to control each set of 
loops. When loading an element of array tmp, the second FSM only has a transition to a new state if and only 
if the correspondent flag in table tab has value one, which indicates that the associated data item is ready. 
Otherwise, the FSM will wait for data availability. The hardware implementation uses two FSMs and two 
datapaths, all concurrent. In addition, a dual-port memory is used to store the array tmp and a dual-port 1-bit 
table is used to store flag values (similar to ready signals). Figure 2 b) and c) shows the hardware structure 
and the resulting pipelining execution, respectively. 

The results using RTL (Register Transfer Level) simulation of a typical implementation of the Fast DCT 
and the implementation using the pipelining concept presented here show a speedup of 1.48 with 5,400 image 
blocks of 8 × 8 pixels (equivalent to NTSC image size: 720 × 480 pixels). This result is very promising and 
justifies further research efforts. 
 
… 
boolean tab[SIZE]={0, 0,…, 0}; // all zero 
… 
for(i=0; i<num_fdcts; i++){// Loop 1             
  for(j=0; j<N; j++){      // Loop 2             
    … // loads 
    … // computations 
    … // stores 
    tmp[48+i_1] = F6 >> 13;  
    tab[48+i_1] = true; 
    tmp[56+i_1] = F7 >> 13;  
    tab[56+i_1] = true;                          
    i_1++;                                       
 }                                               
 i_1 += 56;                                     
}             
 
i_1 = 0; 
for (i = 0; i < N*num_fdcts; i++) { // Loop 3    
  L1: f0 = tmp[0+i_1]; if(!tab[0+i_1]) goto L1; 
   f1 = tmp[1+i_1]; if(!tab[1+i_1]) goto L2;  L2:
  … // rest of loads 
  … // computations 
  … // stores 
  i_1 += 8; 
}      
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Figure 2. (a) Insertion of the behavior needed in the original code to explain how the concept works. 
Note that the sequence of loops is implemented as concurrent FSMs and datapaths. (b) Implementation 
for pipelining the sequence of loops using two decoupled and concurrent FSMs. In this case, the array 
tmp is stored in a dual-port memory and a dual-port 1-bit table is used to store ready signals (tab 
array) for each memory element produced by Loops 1 and 2. This table is accessed in parallel by the 
FSM2 in order to check the validity of the data item needed by Loop 3 from the memory with tmp; (c) 
Overlap of execution of the two loop sets using pipelining. 

When data items are consumed in the same order of the data being produced, FIFOs may be used to 
communicate data between sequences of loops. This is the scheme used in [12]. However, that approach 



requires an analysis to determine the number of FIFO stages needed to maintain high throughput or a 
handshake protocol in both sides of the FIFOs to stop each of the sets of loops in the sequence. In our case, a 
table for each array being produced-consumed is used with the same number of elements of the 
correspondent array. Although further studies are needed, due to the available number of resources in some 
of the current FPGA devices and the memory elements on- and off-chip, this may not cause a problem. 

A problem may occur when there is more than one write to the same array element in a set of loops. This 
problem requires further research. Further work is also planned to evaluate the use of this form of pipelining 
in more real applications and to evaluate the increase in hardware resources. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presents a scheme to accelerate applications with sequences of loops by pipelining their 
execution. With this scheme, before the end of a loop or a set of nested loops a subsequent loop or set of 
nested loops can start execution based on the data already produced by the first set. The scheme is 
implemented using dual-port memory elements for accessing the produced-consumed data between sets of 
loops and to communicate ready signals. The scheme also uses concurrent FSMs to control each loop set with 
synchronization being achieved by ready signals stored in tables with 1-bit width. 

The approach can be seen as an extension of the scheme presented in [12], as it deals with irregular (out-
of-order) produced-consumed data pairs in a natural way and without needing advanced compiler analysis 
techniques. 

We expect to realize further experiments in order to evaluate the obtained speedups with more 
benchmarks. 
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